Understanding the connection between student finances and student success is essential to supporting the 21st century student.

While **53%** of students **USED PERSONAL SAVINGS** and **66%** **USED CURRENT WAGES TO PAY FOR SCHOOL**, **ONLY 5%** **ARE ABLE TO SOLELY RELY ON THIS SELF-HELP.**

**50%** of students **WOULD HAVE TROUBLE GETTING $500 IN CASH OR CREDIT** in an emergency. **15%** of students **WOULD NOT BE ABLE TO GET THAT AMOUNT FROM ANY RESOURCE.**

**57%** of students **WORRY ABOUT HAVING ENOUGH MONEY** to pay for school. **23%** of students **RAN OUT OF MONEY 6 OR MORE TIMES** in the past year.

**40%** of students **REPORTED BEING HOUSING INSECURE.** **21%** of students **HAD VERY LOW FOOD SECURITY.** **48%** of students indicated **EXPERIENCING GENERALIZED ANXIETY DISORDER.**

**74%** of students **PAY THEIR CREDIT CARD ON TIME EACH MONTH,** but **ONLY 30% PAY THE FULL BALANCE.**

**79%** of students agreed or strongly agreed **THE COST OF COLLEGE IS A GOOD INVESTMENT FOR THEIR FINANCIAL FUTURE.**

*All stats are from the 2022 Trellis Research Student Financial Wellness Survey © 2023 Trellis Company*